TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
STAFF REPORT
March 19, 2P4

For the meeting of March 25,2014

TO:

Town Council

FROM:

Sean Condry, P.E., Public Works Director

SUBJECT:

Traffic Calming Measures

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Town Council reviews and provides direction to staff on traffic calming measures in response
to traffic safety concerns.

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION:
In the early 2000s the Town created the Traffic Calming Guidebook, Attachment 1, which provides a
process for residents and staff to address traffic safety concerns throughout San Anselmo. While this
guidebook has been beneficial and still has many relevant traffic calming tools, staff believes it is time
to review the process and tools it provides and make changes in response to traffic safety concerns
throughout the Town. Over the past year residents have been calling staff regarding speeding concerns
on many streets including but not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Laurel
Woodland
The Alameda
Butterfield
San Francisco
Broadmoor
Greenfield
Bolinas

Part of the current process is for residents to fill out a Traffic Calming Petition and submit it to the
Town for review and further action if necessary. The hope is to further engage the residents in the
process by providing the Town and its residents a step by step methodology to determine the nature of
the concern and any appropriate actions by Town staff or the residents. In some instances this may
include that no further action is warranted based on the facts obtained or that immediate action and/or
work is required.
Traffic Engineer, David Parisi with Parisi Transportation Consulting, has been providing traffic
engineering for San Anselmo and other jurisdictions throughout Marin and is also one the authors of
our current Traffic Calming Guidebook. Mr. Parisi has provided the attached review of Traffic
Calming Programs, Attachment 2, which looks at the process in general and some examples from other
jurisdictions. With direction from Town Council staff would like to further review this process and
come up with a revised traffic calming guidebook.

ITEM 3

In addition to a review of our traffic calming measures and guidebook, Town staff believes there is a
need for more public outreach and awareness as to who is speeding and how to slow things down.
Therefore, staff plans to have a meeting with Safe Routes to School coordinators, Marin County
Bicycle Coalition, schools, and other interested parties to come up with public outreach ideas to be
used throughout the Town and within our schools.

FISCAL IMPACT
There will be a fiscal impact to the Town to hire a traffic engineer and have them help prepare a new
guidebook if directed to do so by Council but that cost is not known at this time.

Respectfully submitted,

~q
Sean Condry, P.E.
Public Works Director
Attachment:

Attachment 1 Traffic Calming Guidebook
Attachment 2 Traffic Calming Programs
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What is Traffic Calming?
The Town of San Anselmo defines traffic calming as
the management of inappropriate vehicular travel
speeds
and
volumes
through
educational,
enforcement and/or engineering measures so that
their negative impacts on residents, pedestrians,
bicyclists and schools are minimized.
Many different tools are available to achieve traffic
calming, ranging from conducting neighborhood traffic
education meetings to providing targeted pOlice
enforcement, from installing new signs to restriping
streets,
and
from
improving
crosswalks
to
constructing physical horizontal or vertical deflection
measures . A Traffic Calming Toolbox describing
some measures appropriate for many San Anselmo
streets is provided later in this guide .

Traffic calming is the
management of inappropriate
travel speeds and volumes
through educational,
enforcement, and/or engineering
measures so that their negative
impacts on residents,
pedestrians, bkyclists and
schools are minimized.

Before traffic calming measures can be installed, the
Town's Traffic Calming Implementation Process must
be followed.
The process is initiated when an
individual or neighborhood submits a petition for a
potential traffic calming solution. Town staff then
assesses the concerns related to neighborhood traffic
issues using specific criteria. When a neighborhood
is selected for further study, the neighborhood and
Town staff works in a collaborative fashion to select
traffic calming tools that would be most effective in
addressing the identified issues. Once selected, the
measures
are
implemented
if
neighborhood
consensus can be achieved and funding is secured.
The following section of this guidebook describes the
Traffic Calming Implementation Process in more
detail.

Acknowledgments
Town Council: Mayor Peter Kilkus; Vice-Mayor Paul Chignell ; and Councilmembers Peter Breen,
Jeff Kroot, and Barbara Thornton .
Traffic Safety Committee: Debra Stutsman, Town Administrator; Rabi Elias, Public Works
Director; and Charles Maynard, Chief of Police .
Transportation Consultant: David Parisi, Parisi Associates.
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Traffic Calming Implementation Process
The Town of San Anselmo's Traffic Calming Program is based on a partn ership between
residents and the Town staff. As discussed in this section , both residents and the Town have
specific roles and responsibilities that must be followed in order to develop a successful traffic
calming plan .

Neighborhood Petition
The traffic calming process is initiated when an individual or neighborhood submits a request
to the Town to initiate a traffic calming study. A Traffic Calming Petition that includes a
discussion of the current traffic concerns and the names and signatures of the residents that
are currently impacted by the problems must be submitted . It must also indicate which
residents would possibly be willing to accept a traffic calming measure directly in front of their
residence, as well as if the neighborhood is willing to contribute financially to the provision of
traffic calming measures. A Traffic Calming Petition is included in the back of this guidebook .

Traffic Safety Committee Assessment
San Anselmo's Traffic Safety Committee (TSC)
consists of the Town 's Public Works Director,
Police Chief, and Town Administrator . The TSC
meets monthly, or more often when needed, to
review traffic and safety issues throughout the
Town and to recomm end potential solutions .

Traffic Calming Evaluatton Worksheet
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Upon receipt of a Traffic Calming Petition , the
TSC will assess the neighborhood concerns . The
TSC may determin e that the identified issues
would not necessarily be alleviated through traffic
calming techniques, but is potentially safetyrelated and should be addressed immediately,
e.g., trimming of shrubs that obstruct driver sight
distance, replacement of missing signs, etc .
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If the TSC determines that the identified concerns
could potentially be addressed only through th e
application of traffic calming tools , the Town will
conduct a field investigation and collect
appropriate data. Th e TSC will then assess the
level of the neighborhood 's issue based on several factors, including traffic volumes, travel
speeds, collision history, cut-through traffic levels , the presence of pedestrian and bicycleori ented facilities (e.g., schools, parks, trails , etc.), and other factors. The Town's Traffic
Calming Evaluation Worksheet, shown above , will be used to accomplish this task .
1.
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San Anselmo's evaluation process provid es th e Town with cl ear guidelin es on how to
manage its limited resources effectively and appropriately when dealing with townwide traffic
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calming needs . It also allows the Town to work with the neighborhoods that have the most
pressing problems first.
When deciding which neighborhoods to select for traffic calming, it should be noted that the
Town has the flexibility to make modifications such as combining requests from two adjacent
neighborhoods into one program or addressing different issues within the same
neighborhood at different times.

Neighborhood Meetings and Plan Development
Once a specific neighborhood or street is approved for study,
Town staff will arrange an initial neighborhood meeting. At
the meeting, Town staff will present findings from the initial
field investigation and data collection phase, and provide a
presentation of the Town of San Anselmo's Traffic Calming
Program.
Residents will be responsible for expressing existing traffic
issues, determining community goals, and helping to establish
a neighborhood study boundary.
Town staff will then recommend a range of traffic calming tools that they feel are most
appropriate for addressing the neighborhood's concerns . Based upon the feedback received
at the meeting, including the neighborhood's support in developing a plan and which tools it
feels are appropriate for the neighborhood, Town staff will then develop a preliminary traffic
calming plan.
The preliminary traffic calming plan will be presented to the neighborhood at a second
meeting. The plan will be refined based upon resident input, as appropriate.
Funding for the implementation of a traffic calming plan should be considered throughout the
plan development process.
If funding limitations - both Town funds and potential
neighborhood contributions -- will impact the range of options available, this needs to be
identified early in the process and the variety of appropriate measures should reflect these
limitations .

Approval and Implementation of Traffic Calming Plan
Once the traffic calming plan is finalized, the Town Administrator will advise the Town Council
of the proposed plan, allowing for a review period of two weeks. If during this period a
Councilmember requests the plan be brought before the Council for consideration, it will be
agendized for a future Council meeting. If there are no requests to bring the plan before
Council, then the final approval of the plan is the responsibility of the Town Administrator .
Implementation of the traffic calming plan will occur as soon as appropriate . In some cases,
funding arrangements will need to be secured prior to installation of traffic calming measures.
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Traffic Calming Toolbox
Traffic calming tools come in all shapes and sizes, from the subtle to the very aggressive .
Each measure has appropriate applications, limitations on its use, advantages ,
disadvantages, and costs associated with it. Before considering any traffic calming tool or
combination of tools , it is important to clearly understand the resident's concerns and the
factors or conditions that generate those concerns . For example, sometimes all that is
needed to alleviate high speeds along a residential street is increased neighborhood
awareness or enforcement of speed limits . Physical devices such as speed tables are often
well suited for speed control, but may create increased noise ; therefore, if residents are
concerned with both speed and noise, the installation of speed tables may not be the best
choice at particular locations. It is important to understand all of the issues associated with
each tool to identify the most appropriate one for the circumstances .
It is also important to recognize that if cut-through traffic is the problem, it suggests one set of
measures. If speeding is the issue, it suggests another set. High collision rates, crime, or
even blight may suggest a third set.
Finally, the most effective traffic calming programs usually
use a variety of traffic calming tools. Combinations of traffic
calming measures can be used, and are often encouraged, in
different neighborhoods and even along the same street. As
shown in the Traffic Calming Toolbox, many of the measures
compliment each other. For instance, speed tables and
narrowing lanes can be used effectively together, as can high
visibility crosswalks and curb extensions.
Many other
combinations of traffic calming tools, including educational
and enforcement measures, can be effective .
The table on the following page provides a general assessment of traffic calming measures .
Detailed descriptions of a variety of tools follow the table.
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Generalized Assessment of Selected Traffic Calming Measures
Reduces
Speed

Reduces
Traffic

Noise

Loss of
Parking

Restricts
Access

Emergency
Response

Maintenance

Cost

Maybe

Maybe

No chang e

None

None

No impact

No

Vari es

SLOW Program

Yes

No

No change

None

None

No impact

No

$25/hour

Police
Enforcement

Yes

Maybe

No chang e

None

None

No impact

No

$75/hour

Speed Display
Unit

Yes

No

No change

None

None

No impact

No

$100/day

Temporary
Signs

Maybe

Maybe

No chang e

Non e

Non e

No impact

No

$25 and
up

Entry Sign

Maybe

Minimal

No change

None

None

No impact

No

$200 and
up

Stop Sign

Maybe

No

Increase

None

None

No impact

No

$200

Speed Limit
Sign/Marking

Maybe

No

No change

None

None

No impact

Some

$200 and
up

Lane/C enterline Striping

Yes

Minimal

No change

None

None

No impact

Yes

$1 K- $3K

Raised
Channelization

Maybe

Maybe

Decrease

Maybe

Yes

Increases
time

Yes

$10K$75K

High Vi sibility
Crosswalk

Maybe

No

No chang e

None

None

No impact

Yes

$1 K-$5K

In-Street YTD
Sign

Yes

No

No change

None

None

No impact

Yes

$250

Lighted
Crosswalk

Yes

No

No change

Non e

None

No impact

Yes

$40K

Signalized
Crosswalk

Yes

No

No change

Maybe

None

Impacted

Yes

$40K$75K

Rai sed
Crosswalk

Yes

Maybe

Increase

Yes

None

Impacted

Yes

$5K- $10K

Speed Table

Yes

No

Increase

Yes

None

No Impact

Yes

$3K-$4K

Curb
Extensions

Maybe

No

No change

Yes

None

Impacted

Yes

$20K$30K

Gateway
Treatment

Yes

Minimal

Decrease

Maybe

Yes

No impact

No

$10K$20K

Traffic Circle

Yes

Minimal

No change

Yes

None

Impac ted

Yes

$1 5K$25K

Measure
Traffic
Education

Source : Parisi Assoc iates
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Neighborhood Traffic Education
Description:

Neighborhood traffic safety education can include :
personalized letters, neighborhood flyers , meetings,
workshops, specific school programs, and
neighborhood speed awareness signs or banners .

Application:

The intended benefit of conducting neighborhood
traffic safety education is usually to make residents
aware of local speed limits and other traffic and safety
concerns.

Advantages:

1) Allows residents to discuss views. 2) Identifies
issues of concern. 3) Enables staff to see concerns.
4) Reduces speeds temporarily.

Disadvantages:

1) Effectiveness may be limited . 2) Meetings need to stay focused . 3) Potentially time
consuming . 4) Enforcement still likely required.

Considerations:

- Neighborhood traffic safety education can consist of letters and/or flyers .
- Often, neighborhood meetings or workshops are conducted .
- Any meetings or workshops need to stay focused on specific traffic issues.
- Neighborhood speed awareness signs or banners are sometimes used.
- Sometimes only effective over a short duration .

Cost:

Varies.

Speed Law Observation and Warning (SLOW) Program
Description:

The Police Department's "Volunteers in Policing" staff
monitor reported problem areas and send warning
letters to owners of vehicles who were in violation of
traffic laws .

Application:

The program can assist in making drivers aware of
local traffic laws.

Advantages:

1) Driver awareness increased . 2) Low-cost.
3) Encourages speed compliance.

Disadvantages:

1) Not an enforcement tool. 2) No penalty associated
with infraction . 3) Letters may reach owner of vehicle and not actual driver observed
violating traffic law.

Considerations:

- Generally used to as a speed reduction program .
- Used throughout Town on an ongoing basis.
- Effective when letters taken seriously.
- Sometimes the driver committing the infraction is not the registered owner of the vehicle
and therefore does not receive letter.
- Sometimes the driver is a teenager who is driving parent's vehicle , thus parents are
informed of infraction .

Cost:

About $25 per hour for volunteer and equipment.

Town of San Anselmo Traffic Calming Guidebook
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Targeted Police Enforcement
Description:

The Police Department deploys motorcycle or
automobile officers to perform targeted enforcement
on residential streets.

Application:

The intended benefit of targeted police enforcement is
to make drivers aware of local speed limits and to
reduce speeds.

Advantages:

1) Visible enforcement very effective. 2) Driver
awareness increased . 3) Can be used on short notice.
4) Can reduce speeds temporarily.

Disadvantages:

1) Temporary measure. 2) Requires long-term use to be effective. 3) Fines lower than
enforcement cost. 4) Disrupts traffic on high volume streets.

Considerations:

- Police enforcement is continually in effect throughout the Town.
- Usually used only on neighborhood streets with documented speeding problems .
- Typically only effective while officer is actually monitoring speeds.
- Often helpful in school zones.
- May be used during "learning period" when new devices first implemented.
- Long-term benefits unsubstantiated without regular periodic enforcement.
- Expensive.

Cost:

About $75 per hour for officer and equipment.

Speed Display Unit
Description:

Most speed display units consist of a portable trailer
equipped with a radar unit that detects the speed of
passing vehicles. Vehicle speeds are displayed via an
electronic board, which is often situated next to a
speed limit sign .

Application:

The primary benefit of speed display units is to
discourage speeding along neighborhood streets.

Advantages:

1) Effective educational tool. 2) Good public relations
tool. 3) Encourages speed compliance. 4) Can reduce
speeds temporarily.

Disadvantages:

1) Not an enforcement tool. 2) Generally not effective on mUlti-lane roadways. 3) Less
effective on high volume streets. 4) Subject to vandalism.

Considerations:

- Used throughout the Town on an ongoing basis.
- The purpose of the units is to remind drivers that they are speeding.
- Encourages compliance with the posted speed limit.
- Usually only effective in reducing speeds when actually being used.
- Effect usually negligible on higher volume streets serving through traffic.
- Some motorists may speed up to try to register a high speed.
- Should not be used in remote areas.

Cost:

$100 per day for staff time (does not include equipment).
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Temporary Neighborhood Signs
Description:

Permanent signs often lose their effectiveness, yet the
novelty of a new sign may draw a motorist's attention.
As appropriate, the Town could install temporary signs
on existing signposts, on a short-term basis, to
heighten driver awareness to a particular concern. Or
neighbors could install temporary yard placards.

Application:

These short-term, specialized signs or placards may
draw attention to the need to observe pedestrian laws,
drive more slowly, or some other desired behavior.

Advantages:

1) Novelty of new signs attracts the attention of
motorists. 2) Avoids long-term sign clutter.

Disadvantages:

1) Long-term benefit may be negligible 2) Existing sign posts may not accommodate added
signage or be located in the proper location. 3) Requires Town staff to install and remove
when in the public right-of-way.

Considerations:

- May add short-term sign clutter in residential areas.
- When temporary signs are removed, prior driver actions may return .
- Neighbors should be informed that the signs and placards are for temporary use only.

Cost:

$200 and higher for metal street signs, $25 each for yard placards.

Permanent Neighborhood Entry Sign
Description:

Neighborhood signs are custom-made signs placed at
or near local streets leading into the neighborhood .
Supplemental information may contain messages
regarding pedestrian and bicycle presence, or the
posted speed limit.

Application:

The signs notify drivers that they are entering a
neighborhood .

Advantages:

1) Notifies drivers that they are entering a
neighborhood or residential area . 2) Signifies to
drivers that residents are concerned about driving
behavior.

Disadvantages:

1) Are not standard signing and could cause some confusion . 2) Could have minimal impact
on speeding 3) Novelty signs could be vandalized .

Considerations:

- May lose effect over the longer-term for motorists who travel along roadway on a regular
basis.
- Non-standard sign may be difficult to fabricate .
- Likely not appropriate for every entryway into a neighborhood .

Cost:

$200 and higher for metal signs, $500 and higher for wooden signs.
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Stop Sign
Description:

Stop signs are either installed on the "side street"
where no signs currently exist - or on all of the
approaches to an intersection.

Application:

Stop signs should only be considered when warranted
based on established criteria or as a part of a
comprehensive traffic calming plan.

Advantages:

1) Requires traffic to stop. 2) Assists pedestrian
crossings. 3) May slightly reduce cut-thru traffic.
4) Lowers speeds at stop sign .

Disadvantages:

1) May lead to increased mid-block speeds. 2) Increase noise and air pollution . 3) Can
create problems if unwarranted . 4) May increase emergency response time.

Considerations:

- Stop signs should only be considered when warranted based on established criteria or as
a part of a comprehensive traffic calming plan that does not rely on stop signs alone.
- Drivers may not comply with stop signs if installation is unwarranted.
- Mid-block speeds can increase to make up for "lost" time.
- At low volume, unwarranted location, many drivers will "roll" through.
- Stop signs may increase certain types of collisions, e.g ., rear-ends , while reducing other
types of collisions, e.g. broad-sides .
- May increase emergency response times .
- Increases noise near intersection due to vehicle deceleration and acceleration.

Cost:

$200 per sign.

Speed Limit Signing and/or Marking
Description:

25 miles per hour speed limit signs and/or pavement
markings are installed along neighborhood streets.

Application:

The primary benefit of installing speed limit signing or
markings is to encourage slower vehicle speeds along
residential streets. Signs and/or markings are only
installed along streets where speeding is a problem .

Advantages:

1) Clearly defines legal speed limit. 2) Can reduce
speeds if enforced . 3) Usually popular with
neighborhood . 4) Low cost installation .

Disadvantages:

1) Requires on-going police enforcement. 2) Not effective solely by themselves . 3) Low
speed limits may be unreasonable. 4) Adds additional signs and/or markings in
neighborhood .

Considerations:

- Should only be used on streets where speeding is a documented problem .
- Requires police enforcement to remain effective .
- Speed limits lower than 25 mph can only be set by engineering analysis.
- Unrealistically low speed limits tend to be disregarded .
- Increased cost of sign and/or pavement maintenance.

Cost:

$200 per sign and $400 per pavement marking.
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Travel Lane and/or Centerline Striping
Description:

Striping is used to create narrow lanes (often about
ten feet wide) by installing white edgelines and/or
yellow centerlines.

Application:

The primary benefit of narrowing lanes through
striping is to slow vehicle speeds.

Advantages:

1) Can be quickly implemented. 2) Slows travel
speeds. 3) Improves safety. 4) Can be easily
modified .

Disadvantages:

1) Increases regular maintenance. 2) Not always
perceived as an effective tool. 3) Adds striping to neighborhood streets. 4) Increases
resurfacing costs.

Considerations:

- Narrowed travel lanes provide "friction" and can slow vehicle speeds.
- Can be installed quickly and easily revised over time.
- Designated bicycle lanes and/or parking lanes can sometimes be created .
- Adds centerline and/or edgeline striping to neighborhood streets.
- Can be used around curves to "force" vehicles to stay within lanes.
- On curves, raise dots are usually most effective in centerline, but can cause noise .

Cost:

$1,000 to $3,000 each .

Raised Channelization and/or Restricted Movement Signing
Description:

Channelization through means such as median
installation can be used to prohibit certain vehicular
turning movements at intersections. Signing can also
be used to discourage turning movements.

Application:

The primary benefit of channelization and restricted
movement signing is to reduce levels of
neighborhood cut-through traffic.

Advantages:

1) Can discourage through traffic. 2) Channelization
can present opportunity for landscaping.

Disadvantages:

1) Channelization could require parking removal. 2) May direct traffic to other streets(s).
3) Signing requires periodic enforcement to be effective .

Considerations:

- Intersection channelization and/or signing may discourage some cut-through traffic.
- Channelization can provides landscaping opportunities and potential gateway treatments.
- Channelization could impact emergency response times.

Cost:

Channelization : $10 ,000 to $75,000 each (depending on size). Signs: $200 per sign.
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Higher Visibility Crosswalk
Description:

Higher visibility crosswalks can be created by using
paving blocks or contrasting color concrete, or painting
"zebra" stripes in lieu of or between the crosswalk's
outer boundary stripes.

Application:

The primary benefit of higher visibility crosswalks is to
increase crosswalk visibility to drivers .

Advantages:

1) More visible than traditional crosswalks. 2)
Indicates preferred crossing location . 3) Can slow
travel speeds. 4) Can be aesthetically pleasing .

Disadvantages:

1) Can create a false sense of security for pedestrians. 2) Usually require more
maintenance than traditional crosswalks .

Considerations:

- Higher visibility crosswalks indicate preferred crossing locations to pedestrians.
- Pedestrians may place too high a reliance on ability to control driver behavior.
- Specially paved types require more maintenance than traditional crosswalks.
- Should only be used at uncontrolled crosswalks .
- Less expensive, but not as effective as raised crosswalks .

Cost:

$1,000 to $5,000 each .

In-Street "Yield to Pedestrian" Sign
Description:

"Yield to Pedestrian" (YTP) signs are installed in a
street and near a crosswalk. They are generally
plastic and mounted with a hinge or spring. They can
be affixed to the road or portable .

Application:

The primary benefit of in-street YTP signs is to
increase motorist awareness to yield to pedestrians
within a crosswalk.

Advantages:

1) Usually very visible . 2) Effective along low-speed
streets. 3) Popular with pedestrians.

Disadvantages:

1) Not an official or adopted traffic control device.
2) Not as effective on streets with more than two lanes or on streets with high traffic
volumes. 3) Require maintenance.

Considerations:

- In-street YTP signs are not adopted for use at the state and federal levels.
- Appear effective on low-volume and/or two-lane roadways.
- Likely most effective when used temporarily and on a rotating basis.
- Require maintenance and replacement.

Cost:

$250 each .
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Lighted Crosswalk
Description:

Warning lights are placed in the road , next to a
crosswalk, to warn motorists that pedestrians are
crossing.

Application:

The primary benefit of higher visibility crosswalks is to
increase crosswalk visibility to drivers .

Advantages:

1) More visible than traditional crosswalks, particularly
in low-light situations . 2) At several test sites, more
drivers yield to pedestrians than at normal crosswalks.
3) Can slow travel speeds .

Disadvantages:

1) Very expensive . 2) Some early models shown to be unreliable. 3) Require maintenance.
4) May be confusing to some drivers.

Considerations:

- The City of San Jose found that daytime yielding to pedestrians increased from 11 to 49
percent and nighttime yielding increased from five to 66 percent at one location .
- Some agencies have found only slight increase in motorist yielding .
- Site selection is an important consideration when deciding where to use lighted
crosswalks .
- The most effective lighted crosswalks are pushbutton controlled by pedestrians.
- Many agencies across the U.S. are conducting pilot programs to determine the
applicability of lighted crosswalks.
- The lights are approved for use at the federal and state levels.

Cost:

$40,000 each .

Signalized Crosswalk
Description:

There are a variety of signalized crosswalks . At one
type, vehicles approaching a signalized crosswalk
experience a red light after a pedestrian has activated
the light. Other types only use flashing yellow lights.

Application:

The primary benefit of a signalized crosswalk is to
have motorists yield or stop as pedestrians cross the
street.

Advantages:

1) May require motorist to completely stop while the
pedestrian crosses. 2) Usually a very visible traffic
control device. 3) Can be combined with other
features, e.g., high visibility crosswalk.

Disadvantages:

1) Expensive. 2) May not be effective in low-pedestrian volume locations. 3) Flashing yellow
light may give pedestrians false sense of security. 4) Red light may cause vehicle
congestion .

Considerations:

- Should only be provided when installation warrants are met.
- In low-pedestrian volume locations, motorists may ignore light if not activated enough.
- May impact traffic flow.

Cost:

$40,000 to $75,000 each .
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Raised Crosswalk
Description:

Raised crosswalks are constructed 3 to 4 inches
above the elevation of the street. They are usually
about 22 feet long, with a flat section in the middle and
ramps on the ends. Sometimes the flat portions is
constructed with brick or other textured materials .

Application:

Raised crosswalks are intended to reduce vehicle
speeds specifically where a high amount of
pedestrians cross the street.
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Advantages:

1) Reduces vehicle speeds . 2) Improves pedestrian
safety. 3) Does not affect access. 4) Flat portion can
be textured .

Disadvantages:

1) May generate increased noise. 2) Can require drainage modifications. 3) Generally
results in three seconds delay for fire trucks. 4) Often requires signage and markings.

Considerations:

- Raised crosswalks are usually 22 feet long , with a ten-foot wide flat section .
- Lower elevation than sidewalk to alert visually impaired it is a crosswalk.
- Careful design is needed due to potential drainage issues.
- Usually preferred by Fire Departments over standard speed hump.
- Work well in combination with curb extensions and curb radius reductions.

Cost:

$5,000 to $10,000 each.
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Speed Table
Description:

Speed tables are flat-topped speed humps often
constructed with brick or other textured material on the
flat section .

Application:

The primary benefit of speed tables is speed control.

Advantages:

1) Reduces vehicle speeds. 2) More aesthetic than
speed humps. 3) Does not affect access.

Disadvantages:

1) Speed tables slow emergency vehicles .
2) Increases noise near speed tables. 3) May divert
traffic to parallel streets.

Considerations:

- Speed tables, because of their long flat ramps, provide higher design speeds than
traditional speed humps.
- Enable faster emergency vehicle speeds to tranverse .
- Speed tables, like raised crosswalks, are generally about 22 feet long .
- Not meant to serve as raised crosswalks and can be located in mid-block locations.
- Work well in combination with curb extensions or curb radius reduction .

Cost:

$3,000 to $4,000 each .
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Curb Extensions
Description:

Curb extensions narrow the street by extending the
curbs toward the center of the roadway or by building
detached raised islands to allow for drainage and bike
lanes passage.

Application:

Curb extensions are used to narrow the roadway and
to create shorter pedestrian crossings. They also
improve sight distance and influence driver behavior
by changing the appearance of the street.

Advantages:

1) Better pedestrian visibility. 2) Shorter pedestrian
crossing . 3) Can decrease vehicle speeds .
4) Opportunity for landscaping.

Disadvantages:

1) Can require removal of parking . 2) May create hazard for bicyclists. 3) Can create
drainage issues. 4) Could result in difficult right-turn maneuvers for trucks.

Considerations:

- Curb extensions can be installed at intersections or mid-block.
- Mid-block chokers are often used with pedestrian crossing treatments.
- Curb extensions should not extend into bicycle lanes, where present.
- Curb extensions at transit stops enhance service.
- No noise or emergency service impacts .
- May require landscape maintenance to preserve sight distances.

Cost:

$20,000 to $30,000 each.

Gateway Treatment
Description:

Gateway treatments usually consist of physical and
textural changes to streets and are located at key
entryways into a neighborhood . They often consist of
features that narrow a street in order to reduce the
width of the street's right-of-way . Most gateway
treatments include signage.

Application:

The primary benefit of gateway treatments is speed
reduction . They provide visual cues that tell drivers
they are entering a local residential area or that the
surrounding land uses are changing.

Advantages:

1) Can reduce vehicles speeds. 2) Creates identity for neighborhood . 3) Can discourage
cut-through traffic. 4) Opportunity for landscaping.

Disadvantages:

1) Maintenance and irrigation need . 2) May require removal of parking. 3) Can impede truck
movements . 4) Creates physical obstruction .

Considerations:

- Gateways have minimal influence on driver's routine behavior.
- Overall speeds and volumes are usually only minimally influenced.
- Gateway treatments make drivers more aware of the neighborhood environment.
- Can incorporate neighborhood identification signing and monumentation.
- Texture pavements could introduce some new noise.

Cost:

$10,000 to $20,000 each .
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Traffic Circle
Description:

Traffic circles are raised circular islands in an
intersection . They are typically landscaped with
ground cover and/or street trees. Traffic circles require
drivers to slow down to a speed that allows them to
comfortably maneuver around the circle in a
counterclockwise direction.

Application:

The primary benefit of traffic circles is speed control
and reduction in angle and turning collisions .

Advantages:

1) Effectively reduces vehicles speeds. 2) Reduces
collision potential 3) Provides better side-street
access. 4) Opportunity for landscaping.

Disadvantages:

,
1) Parking removal required . 2) Can increase bike/auto conflicts. 3) Can impede emergency
vehicles . 4) Can restrict large vehicle access.

Considerations:

- Traffic circles are best used in a series or with other devices.
- About 30 feet of curbside parking must be prohibited in advance of circle.
- Noise impacts are minimal.
- If well maintained, traffic circles can be attractive.
- Traffic circles generally require multiple signs and pavement markings.
- Traffic circles are less effective at T-intersections and offset intersections .

Cost:

$15,000 to $25,000 each.
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Traffic Calming Petition
The purpose of this form is to enable residents of the Town to request the initiation of a traffic study to determine
if a traffic calming plan should be developed for a particular street or streets within a neighborhood . The form
must be filled out in its entirety and returned to:
Town of San Anselmo
Attn : Traffic Safety Committee
525 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94940

1. Today's date:

2. Please describe any traffic or safety issues that concern residents in your neighborhood. Use the backside
of this sheet if necessary.

3.

Please describe the location of concern , as well as the limits of your neighborhood . Feel free to provide a
sketch of any concerns on the backside of this sheet.

4.

Please provide the names and signatures of residents who are likely impacted by the above concerns and
that would like the neighborhood to be considered for a traffic calming treatment. Please indicate, by
answering yes or no in the "Measure OK?" box, those residents that would likely accept or not accept a
traffic calming measure adjacent to their residence . Also, please circle the name of the main contact
person . Use an additional sheet of paper if necessary.
Measure
Signature
Printed Name
Address
OK?
Phone

5.

Would the neighborhood be willing to contribute to the cost of providing traffic calming measures? _ _ __

Town of San Anselmo Traffic Calming Guidebook
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The management of vehicular travel speeds,
traffic volumes, and inappropriate driver
behavior on residential streets in order to
improve the safety and surroundings of

residents, pedestrians, motorists, and students.
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Maintenance can address some concerns

•

Poor, plan can shift problem or result in other
impacts

•

Community consensus of problems and
solutions is critical

•

Tiered traffic calming approach proven to
work best

•

Some tools are not appropriate

•

Some tools are appropriate only on certain
types of roadways

•

Engineering solutions are expensive; cost
sharing popular

•

Townwide traffic calming programs provide
guidance and process to citizens and Town

Programs describe the appropriate tools and
implementation process for developing a
neighborhood traffic calming plan
City of Orinda
Neighborhood Traffic
Management Program
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•

Goals of traffic calming

•

Identification of eligible streets (considering
collector and arterial roadways, truck and
bus routes, evacuation routes, etc.)

•

Process for requesting maintenance or
addressing immediate safety issues

•

Process for requesting educational and/or
enforcement measures

•

Process for requesting engineering measures

•

Identification of applicable engineering
measures based on street type and
effectiveness

•

Neighborhood consensus and voting
requirements

•

Implementation and funding guidelines

•

Neighborhood request

If still needed:

•

Town assessment

•

•

Maintenance, if
appropriate

Engineering
development

•

Neighborhood
consensus of plan

•

Vote and plan approval

•

Funding

•

Implementation

If needed:
•

Prioritization

•

Neighborhood consensus
of issues

•

Education and/or
Enforcement

AdditlonOlI Comment:: Olnd/ or Photo or Sketch

Transportation Action Request Form

P(ovide auy addition:l1 conunencs and/or a phocogt.'lph or sketch. below.

TIlls {onn is

[0 request review of yow: tr:UlSport:l.riOll concem :t.long a:Mill V alley public street. Please fill
out both p:.ges and submit to:

City oH£ll Vnlley
Public Works Director

26 Corte ~'!ade!.1 Avenue
Mill VnlJey, CA 94941
Fa.", (415) 381-1736
ErruUl: publicwoIks@cityofmillv:tl1ey.org

Contilot

Pe ~on

Informiltion

Reque!:ted by:

Printed n:une; _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

_ Individu.l.l property owner or reside:nt

.t\ddcess: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

_ Neighborhood/condo !lSsoc1.1.tion

Phone:lrl.d e-m.. ti1: _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_

Odler interesced group (specify):

Dot.: _ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ _

Loo:.tion of Concern

Please describe the 10Cltion of couce.m, as wd.l as the affected :u:ea (other stteets, neighbomood). Feel
free to provide !l sketch on the backside or on :w.od\e.! sheet of paper.

TIl.-mk you. Att.'lch addition.'li page'. if n~e,,:LCY. to further e..... pL'lin concerns or suggested cll.~ .

Would you like to

le~ m ~bou t ~tf lo o~l ml ng ?

Please visit the G ty of Mill V:illey" tt:iliic c:Uming website:
www. cityofmillv:illey.org (u.a~P1:tnni.ng

:utd Building)

Trilffic :mdlor Silfety Conoern
Ple:\se dc:scribe the n:lture of the ueigbbodlood trnffic :w.d/ or safety issue you
:lddition.l1 sheet if necess~.

~e

concerned with. .t\n.'l.ch

For Ci& if M ill V.II.., SI4f

u"

0.&

Dnttf'tfjlltsfrt(til'td: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tmrkill.!.JJlJlnb(f: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Anionlaktn: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Artiontkstriplitm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sugge:ted Ch:mge or Solution

Please de:scribe the clunge o r :\ list of possible edUC2ti.on, enforcement, auinte:nance rod / or e.o.gineering
solutions, you would like the Ciry of:Mill Valley to consider.

Work

omtr II/J/Jlbtrolld dolt

(tfoppliroblt): _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __

.AjJplirOld1l0tifitdofOld(()lHtOIJ: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
COIHpltftdoJl: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sample
Prioritization

Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program
Prioritization Worksheet
This worksheet will be completed by City of Concord staff in accordance with
the City of Concord's Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program. It will be used to
prioritize the potential init iation of specific neighborhood traffic calming
processes.
Name of neighborhood: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Traffic Volumes
Greater than 2000 vehicles per day = 5 points
1,500 to 2, 000 vehicles per day = 4 points
1,000 to 1, 500 vehicles per day = 3 points

2. Collision History on Local Streets
More than 5 colliSions in a one year period = 8 points
2 to 4 collisions in a one year period = 4 points
3 . Travel Speeds
80% - 100% of traffic exceeds speed limit = 5 points
60% - 80% of traffiC exceeds speed limit = 4 points
40% - 60% .of traffic exceeds speed limit = 3 points
30% - 40% of traffic exceeds speed limit = 2 points
20% - 30% of traffic exceeds speed limit = 1 point
4. Cut-through Traffic Levels
Greater than 25% of vehicles are cut-through = 5 points
20 %

to 25 %

of vehicles are cut-through = 4 points

15% to 20% of vehicles are cut-through = 2 points

5. Schools and Public Facilities
Each school and public facility adjacent to street = 1 point
6. Neighborhood Impact
Each 500 Ilnear feet of street experiencing above
problems = 1 point

Total Score:
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City of Orinda
Neighborhood Traffic Management Process
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